
When you need ... 
                             more ...
Everybody knows white paper labels with permanent adhesive for regular 
office and home use. Few people know and utilize another properties of 
special labels for standard computer printers. These labels can be coloured 
or glossy finished, in addition fit with special adhesives ( removable, opaque, 
etc. ) so their use can easily cross the frontiers of your office. The name of 
Rayfilm range -OFFICE LABELS- means just the place where the final look of 
special labels arises. 

Adhesives
Permanent – lasting
Removable – making the label easily 
removable
Opaque – with dark non-transparent layer

Finish
White  - matte uncoated
 - matte inkjet photo
 - glossy laser
 - glossy inkjet photo
Colour - matte
 - fluorescent/ radiant

Office labels
Rayfilm Office labels for computer printers 
and photo copiers are always the right 
choice no matter what application they 
are used for. Whatever the application, 
whether you need to mark, sign or simply 
stick something together just choose the 
appropriate product from Rayfilms wide 
label range ( white, opaque, removable, 
coloured, radiant or glossy labels ).
The OFFICE line covers a wide range of 
paper labels for computer printers and 
copiers. We cut more than 150 label sizes 
and you can find here both standard labels 
used in offices, and specialities for the 
most demanding applications. In the line 
there are white matte or glossy labels, 
removable labels, colour or fluorescent 
labels, labels made of inkjet photopaper; 
enhancing your colour printing, and many 
others. 

OFFICE Labels

Permanent or Removable Adhesive ?
The most of applications need the labels to be strongly and permanently  fixed on 
the surface. Nevertheless, there are certain situations requiring the label to be not 
only removed but also sticked somewhere else, naturally - leaving no residues. 
Rayfilm item R0102 is a labelstock with such a property. These labels help you to 
safe a time spent by cleaning surface from adhesive and paper.

Why Opaque Labels  ?
Standard white labels are not fully opaque ( non-transparent ). You can 

increase their opacity by printing the whole label area but who does this in 
the office ? In the Rayfilm labelstock R0103 there is dark opaque layer fully 
covering the original texts and objects on the application surface. Thus you 

can re-label your files, cover CD/DVD brand names or simply use these 
labels as corrective media in any activity.  
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When you need more ...
Why Photo Labels ?
The labels coated by special ink receiving layer have got the same parameters as photopapers. 
With any inkjet printer you can print your own CD/DVD-labels, passport photos or labels where 
true colours and excellent quality of pictures are needed.

Double-Sided Business Cards and Tags
In Rayfilm label  range there are several thick materials suitable for business cards and tags 

where high paper weight is important. We produce a special double labels that being printed 
and sticked together create professional looking double-sided business cards. The same way 

you can get not only business cards but also tags of any other size.  

What is the most favourite colour ?
The choice of colour is a specific human taste. Statistics bring the following figures :

The unbeatable no one is standard yellow that is twice more demanded than the others. 
It is followed by standard green and radiant yellow and orange. The other colours are sold 
less but creates the integrated colour range ( standard : yellow, red, green, blue / radiant : 

yelllow, orange, red, green, pink )

Colour and Radiant Labels ?
The most important label function is to bring some information. Some applications require 
label material similar to the application surface but on the other hand many slogans and 
signs must  be visible at first sight. People print them on conspicuous labels made from 
coloured paper. Everybody who wants to attract attention by DISCOUNT, WARNING, 
CLEARANCE, DANGER, etc. uses  radiant labels. Colour labels can also help you to sort 
labelled items or distinguish  similar product groups.

Short run labels

warning labels

When you need enriche & emphasize your products
RAYFILM R0160  is self-adhesive pearl metallic coated paper with embossed 

stripes of 3mm width for unique labels, which highlight the quality of the product. 
The stripes „put the seal“ of exclusivity and underline the product itself among the 

huge quantity of others.

Labels enriche & emphasize your products


